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Abstract
Many “senior” Computational Physics researchers began their careers perched on of the other vertices of the
Landau triangle as either theorists or experimentalists. It is now 25 plus years since the first textbooks on Simulational
or Computational Physics appeared. Has the phase transition into the reality where Computational Physics is an
integrated part of Physics Education occurred? Results from surveys of student knowledge at the start of the courses
and from final course projects in Israel from 1994 to 2013 will be presented.
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1. Introduction
David Landau has proposed a much quoted (eqilateral) “triangle” with vertices for simulation, theory and experiment, see Figure 1. A few of us began our research careers on the Computational/Simulational vertex from the
start - even if we did not call it that. Others began as experimentalists or theorists, and many researchers who use
Computational Physics today still prefer not to be named as such. This retinence is not unique to physics, but it is
less entrenched among engineers. In fact many good computational physicists have made their homes in engineering
faculties. Of course the situation varies country to country and university to university.
It is at least twenty five years since the Simulational/Computational Physics community began to organise itself. DCOMP of the American Physical Society was founded in 1986. Since 1989 there have been joint APS-EPS
“Physics Computing” conferences, although the formal organization of the C20 Commission of IUPAP came ten
years later. The 26 workshops on Computer Simulation Studies in Condensed Matter Physics at UGA span this period
admirably. It is also some 25 years since a large number of influential Computational/Simulational Physics textbooks
were published and many universities began to provide at least one Computational Physics class to physics students.
A delightful account of an early Computational Physics class was provided by Peter Borcherds (see Figure 2) in an
article published in 1986 [1]. At the recent CCP2012 in Kobe, Steve Gottlieb presented a paper on “From many
students per VAX to many cores per student”[2]. Indeed, in this quarter century there have been dramatic changes
in computer power, and there has been an evolution of the student level, not always in a positive direction from the
High Performance Computing viewpoint. I will not emphasize hardware aspects, except where directly relevant to
educational issues, but the move from batch computing to personal computers and its implications cannot be avioded
in any discussion of Computational Physics education.
Is Computational/Simulational Physics substantially closer to recognition as an “equal” corner of the equilateral
triangle? Do other science and engineering disciplines share these concerns?
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Figure 1: Left, some researchers began as experimentalists or theorists, center, today some are taught computational physics early in undergraduate
studies and then, right, start research directly in computer simulations.

Figure 2: Left, students trained already in Computational Physics can train the next generation. Center, early Computational Physics class, taught by
Peter Borcherds in Manchester[1] and right some of the early computing equipment, clockwise - computer tape of my Ph.d. codes, undergraduate
sliderule, paper tape and computer cards.

2. What is a good Computational Physics course?
The best situation would be that all undergraduate courses would be given in the same computer oriented framework, e.g. University of Oslo[3]. Quite good, is a numerical methods/computational class near the begining of
undergraduate study, then active computer related homework with proper support throughout undergraduate education. Better than nothing is an optional numerical methods/computational class near the end of undergraduate or in
early graduate school. Passive computer use with support - websites, automated homework etc that most universities
provide today is not computational physics. Far worse is active computer related homework without proper support
- very frustrating for students. I think that selecting one program, e.g. MATHEMATICA or MATLAB for all (or all
physics) undergraduate courses is also bad, because student usually do not learn algorithmic aspects and are unable to
function when such code is not accessible later on.
In the physics department at the Technion, we have today the “better than nothing option” with a single optional
graduate/senior undergraduate course that spans basic numerical analysis to elementary parallel coding. This course
is based on a synthesis of the Gould and Tobochnik (GT)[4] and Koonin and Meredith (KOONIN) [5] texts, with
some original material and FORTRAN/PGPLOT adaptions of all codes used. It is not all that different from either
Borcherds’ or Gottlieb’s courses in principle, and covers all areas of Computational Physics, not just a course limited
to Statistical Physics based topics as is often given. The students conclude with a project. I wrote about selected
projects last year [6]: they are either based on a computational aspect of their research (graduate students), or prepare
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Figure 3: Left, taking a survey, right, learning to ssh to remote parallel compters.

routines that will be useful for undergraduate teaching. When I can find small extensions of my group’s research I
also offer these and several other faculty members are always happy to propose ideas for projects as extensions of
their research.
3. Time evolution of the students and teachers
I am probably one of the oldest people who played a computer game as a child (in about 1958 at the Powerhouse
Museum in Ultimo, Sydney [7]) and took a computer course in High School (1968, in algol, on cards filled with
pencils from Sydney University, on the KDF 9, successor [8] to SILLIAC). As a graduate studet in the mid seventies
I recall taking one daughter’s kindergarten class to visit the batch room where we read computer cards and printed
output at UNSW and arranging for the lineprinter print out “Hello Ari’s class”, As a postdoctoral fellow I found
myself in 1988 giving my first Computational Physics class at Tel Aviv University on computer cards with punch
machines, although we had a few IBM ps/2s in the experimental lab for some sessions. Some of those students had
never touched a keyboard. Projects were handed in on floppy disks or paper. When I moved back to the Technion
fulltime in 1991 I gave the course using 4 ultrix workstations and pcs in friends offices for tutorials. By the mid
nineties the course partly moved to html, we got a classroom with X-terminals, so students could run codes in class
and I began using html pages for class projects. By the mid 2000s - some homeworkand all projects were presented
on personal websites, and I added an HPC (High Performance Computing) unit on parallel computing. Since 2010
we have a renovated classroom with a webserver, communication cables, to attach to the student’s laptops. Since
2012 we have HPC exercises in lectures, and the first php and android projects. As exciting and relevant as the latter
development is, and with all the importanc eof being relevant, I find that incoming students no longer understand
the concepts compile/link/run and batch submission or background jobs. This is probably caused by access to very
strong machines as soon as they can sit up. Perhaps we will soon be full circle to students who have never touched a
keyboard.
4. Course details
Two essential aspects of a computational physics course are minimal technical hassles, and maximal exposure to
different programming frameworks. Thus, I like to have a single language/graphics for use when teaching algorithms
as well as selected examples of use of packages for the cases to which they are best suited. I find the second language
is the hardest to teach - students do not like to change something familiar. My teaching assistant from Tel Aviv,
Eduardo Duering told the students in 1988 he does not know what they will be using in 10 years, but it will be
called FORTRAN. Prophetic, since FORTRAN90 indeed includes many C features such as recursion and dynamic
allocation. The C vs FORTRAN argument may yield to a compelling case for C in the future, however too many major
HPC codes remain FORTRAN based for me to switch yet. While many assignments are in a language of the student’s
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choice, some are also given in a specific language. One should ask whether an orientation towards HPC is important in
a first course. I consider that it is, because in teaching what is today HPC the students can glimpse desktop use a few
more years down the road. I also consider that even for the students who will not become computational specialists,
it is important that they grasp this aspect of Computational Science.
In the early days, many of my codes were taken straight from the textbooks, using either the BASIC version
of KOONIN or the TrueBASIC from GT. These had their own graphics. However once moving to UNIX/Ultrix,
the advance to FORTRAN was inevitable and thus the questions of graphics became pertinent. In the middle of
exploration of several commercial graphical codes, I heard about PGPLOT [9] which is free for academic use, and
being a library like the GL we had just began to use for research seemed to be ideal. A comphrehensive program of
transferring every graphics-using code from both books into PGPLOT began, partly by my teaching assistants and
very much as student projects. Amihai Silverman, my first teaching assistant at the Technion wrote an illustrative
PGPLOT example code, cplot.f, which plots any multi-column output file. PGPLOT can be compiled from either
FORTRAN or C, and animations made easily using its font characters and implementing the simple idea of drawing
over a font in the background color. I provide several extensions to the FORTRAN/PGPLOT framework. One is
teaching the use of a computer algebra package (MATHEMATICA is site-licensed at the Technion). Another relates
to 3 dimensional graphics. There are now some 3 dimensional extensions to PGPLOT but for the objects studied in
this course - the spins of the Ising model and the atoms of molecular dynamics or simulated annealing, I prefer to use
my research group’s AViz Atomistic Visualization code, [10]. I also show some X-graphcs examples. All material
is web-based and carefully annotated - last year 21 students were able to participate without any teaching assistant
support. The students begin by running a fortran code linked at [11] that surveys (see Figure 3) their knowledge
and teaches compile/link/run and format statements. In the topic list below the source of the code is given as either
original(JA) or from one of the books. The language/graphics of the codes is also given. A table containing links to
all the codes can be found on the website of my talk slides from the 26th workshop [11]. My class lecture topics are:
• (JA) Introduction
• (GT) Random walks, simulation vs. enumeration - PGPLOT
• (Koonin) Numerical differentiation, integration, roots
• (Koonin) Diff. Equations - example chaos - PGPLOT
• (Koonin) Diff. Equations - example T. I. Schroedinger eqn. - PGPLOT
• (JA) Molecular Dynamics, atomistic vizualization - example diamond/graphite - AViz
• (Koonin) Special functions, Gaussian quadrature - MATHEMATICA
• (Koonin, JA) Monte Carlo integration, Ising model, simulated annealing - Xtoys, PGPLOT, AViz
• (Koonin) Percolation, (HK algorithm - PGPLOT), fractals
• (JA) Percolation, series expansions + LINUX makefiles, remote batch submission
• (JA) HPC - MPI, job submission queues and FORTRAN or C parallel coding
• (Koonin) PDEs - example T.D. Schroedinger eqn. - PGPLOT
• (JA) Granular media and computational optics - PGPLOT, multiscale phenomena and continuum models descriptions and examples
The students have five compulsory homework exercises covering the material up till simulated annealing, as well
as a project with compulsory html presentation. In the last year projects include a php database for calculating
energy levels in quantum wells, an android app for AViz, smoke rendering visualization of hydrogen atom electron
orbitals and various programs for use by research students on topics ranging from plasma physics, relativity, optics
and condensed matter. The projects are linked from the class website [12].
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5. Summary
With 14 two-hour lectures, the basic algorithms and techniques of Computational Physics can be covered. The
students need to work quite hard, but gain skills from the homework and their projects that help them in future resarch,
teaching and careers. Acknowledgements: Thanks to Amnon Aharony who suggested I teach the course in Tel Aviv
in 1988, and to the teaching assistants mentioned above as well as to Sasha Berengoltz and Adham Hashibon and all
the students in the course who taught me so much. Support from the Technion Information Systems group and the
Physics Department administrators and software engineers is acknowledged with thanks.
Appendix A. Survey results
These are selected survey results from 19 of the 21 students from 2012, the full results and sample surveys are at
[11]. One should note that these students received a c course at the start of their undergraduate degree and a few had a
pascal course in school, but apart from windows no other option was confirmed by all 19. By the end of the course all
19 have learned to use LINUX, html, parallel machines, manuals/help files and fortran. In earlier years we had high
initial numbers for pascal and pl1 (which was once the language of choice for the Technion introductory computing
course) and for mainframes, dos and mvs.
LANGUAGES.......................................................
fortran - 2
pascal - 9
basic - 4
c/c++ - 19
algol - 0
pl1 - 0
java - 3
html - 3
python - 7
OPERATING SYSTEMS..............................................
unix or linux - 10
windows - 19
MAINFRAME COMPUTERS...........................................
any mainframe - 0
previous experience with a supercomputer - 0
previous experience with a parallel machine - 4
CONSULTANTS......................................................
I have read a computer hardware/software manual - 12
I have used a help file -17
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